
 

KITCHEN UTENSILS AND REQUISITES (NOTE – SOME MAY NOT BE FOUND 

IN TODAY’S KITCHENS) 

 

 

Some clues are cryptic, some are anagrams (in capitals) some may be written in the clue 

- really like crossword clues 
 

Answers will be provided  

 
 
1. Backward sag is not so heavy 

2. Dry off a baby owl 

3. In a quiz you may have to do this to your brain 

4. SOCK GO ERA 

5. Will this be lost at sea? 

6. This used to be a man on a bicycle 

7. A swimmer in the water boiler? 

8. Impertinence, search for gold 

9. H20; prison (slang) 

10. It takes skill etching is not easy 

11. Sounds like this drink in comfy 

12. Shortened powerful explosive; woolly growth 

13. Tension; a tart apple 

14. A bottom surface; woven material 

15. A shell that emits black smoke (military slang) 

16. A container for a sauce made from meat juices 

17. In wrestling a hold where the legs are locked around the head or body of the opponent 

18. Broad, blunt flexible knife 

19. Perforated bottle for keeping a pungent aromatic condiment 

20. Grab, lend, errant children 

21. BUNCH BIGS BURRS 

22. Form of transport for the Jumblies 

23. Fluid, take a red fizzy soft drink but lose another drink 

24. Sounds like a golf ‘helper’ 

25. A whole denture; an instrument for stretching 

26. Put a point before a wretched dwelling 

27. They say there is a storm in one of these? 

28. I think there was a battle on this river? 

29. PEER TOO PLEAT 

30. Money; instrument with a blade 

31. Urge; a person who rouses up game 

32. Hiding place for Ann the ladybird (6,3) 

33. Could be found in a circus 

34. Move a camera; a cathartic 

35. Another name for a pantry 



36. Courage 

37. SAD DIN GIN PUB 

38. Fine particles of solid matter, hesitation 

39. DITCH HOLS 

40. Pass in a mountain range, also, hesitation 

41. Person who signs a cheque 

42. GREET OR FRIAR 

43. Add the dog letter to a soothing ointment 

44. MASK LES FORTH 

45. The pot age rings true 

46. Conflagration; a particular locality 

47. To pelt with shot; a factory 

48. Down; an udder 

49. Hank was one of the first to have one of these 

50. Turning over; the rod of a golf flag 

51. Is this receptacle to be used for small human-like toys 

52. Sweet; heavy wooden ball 

53. A grating to protect a window 

54. TOOK FAST GRIN 

55. The lad leaned on the bridge to look at the river 

56. Force unnaturally, hesitation 

57. BRING POACH POD 

58. A small chimney; fox tail 

59. E LOT CHAT 

60. Very hot; a rope attached to a sail 

61. Sounds like a Greek letter; a hollow 

62. WET FLIER RAT 

63. Chlorine of sodium; an underground room 

64. A quickly-reared young chicken for food 

65. FERRIED FEN COG 

66. SORE LACES 

67. Zola Taylor was one of these 

68. Money; a container for rubbish 

69. To cleanse; remove a point from a long hollow body 

70. Drinking vessel; to place in lodgings 

71. BET COT HALL 

72. Implements for eating food 

73. QUEER ZEN MOLES 

74. Swimmer; segment 

75. A sculpture; instrument for cutting 

76. Is this vessel suitable for a goat? 

77. This was one of the first rides at Alton Towers 

78. Something for Hyacinth in a sit com 

79. Mutilate 

80. STOP DEER SONS 



81. To branch 

82. There were eggs, lice and fleas 

83. Thin plates on fish 

84. Add a hesitation to falsify accounts 

85. A condensed statement; courtship 

86. CAREER PLOP 

87. I wouldn’t serve ice cream on this item 

88. RID GRAIN BOON 

89. Point, side, hesitation 

90. End rain erase it! 

91. At least eat Raymond, it will do you good 

92. Here is a dish wash errands can wait 

93. A tripod 

94. Others pity 

95. Talk in a wordy manner; fe 

96. An equal; to strike with the hand 

97. TARGET RUM GEN 

98. Place them upon chairs 

99. Boil clothes 

100. Earthenware dish especially for pate 

101. SHAPE ROOT MAT 

102. Large soup dish 

103. Point, famous gardens, hesitation 

104. They spoke regularly 

105. SAD PUNT 

106. Add the dog letter to put a temporary stop to 

107. Drink someone’s health, the queen 

108. DRAB RED BOA 

109. JIK GLUM 

110. The centre of the blade of a cricket bat; sound 

111. Add the queen to a bill 

112. Add the queen to a melody 

113. Two; add the queen to excited or angry 

114. Black fuel; to destroy 

115. A time regulator 

116. ATE OWLET 

117. To be able; first batsman 

118. GIRL F NAN 

119. FINE KERB TUT 

120. Sounds like this scrapes up blooms 

 


